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Q U E S T I O N S What good will it be for someone to gain the whole world, 
yet forfeit their soul?
Matthew 16:26
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Dick Clay

Matthew 16:26

Series Overview
So why have we paid so little attention to the Jesus who asks questions and instead have focused on His 
seeming answers? Richard Rohr says, “Answers give us more of a feeling of success and closure...Easy answers 
instead of hard questions allow us to try to change others instead of allowing God to change us.”

Main Text 
Isaiah 55:6-9

Getting Started 
What one thing would you like to possess, and would sacrifice to receive? 

Watch Video

Digging Deeper 
What is required for the Lord to have mercy and pardon on the evil man?

What are some ways the Lord’s higher thoughts stand in contrast to man’s lower thoughts?

Why is it so hard to convince people that “heaven is greater,” and that going their own way and fulfilling their 
own desires while on earth is not the best way?  

How is our current relativistic culture making living for Christ difficult?

What would happen to Christianity if everyone concluded that truth is evolving or fluid, and that the Bible is not 
trustworthy or authoritative?

Why should we believe God’s Word is always right?

Do you agree that the church (and the world in general) needs a Bible revival?  What do you think a Bible revival 
would look like? Where do you want to be challenged?

Do you agree that the best exegesis (study and understanding of the text), and the best hermeneutic (real-life 
application of the text) should win on every subject of faith and practice?  Why or why not?

Why is it tempting for churches to ignore the subject of eternal punishment?

In the end, do churches do anyone a favor by pretending eternal punishment does not exist?  Why or why not?

What do you think of the statements:  “If Jesus was wrong about hell, everything He said loses credibility.”  “If 
hell does not exist, we should scrap the New Testament altogether.”   Why is it true that if Jesus is God, He 
cannot be wrong about anything?

When balancing the love and the wrath of God, what do you think of the statement:  “The wrath passages do 
not erase the grace and love passages, and the grace and love passages do not erase the wrath passages.”  

How are you growing to recognize the width and breadth of the personality of God, and allow God to be God?



Next Steps
Is it easy for you to personally believe that giving your all for Jesus is worth it – that “heaven is greater?”  
Why or why not? 
What can you do this week to show that you believe “heaven is greater?”

How difficult is it to die to yourself and give everything you have and are to Jesus?  
What would motivate you to do so?   

How does Jesus’s sacrifice for your sins make it easier for you to live as a whole-hearted disciple?

Memorize Matthew 16:26
“What good will it be for someone to gain the whole world, yet forfeit their soul?  Or what can a man give in 
exchange for his soul?”  

Also memorize Jim Elliot’s quote:  
“He is no fool who gives up what he cannot keep to gain that which he cannot lose.”


